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Abstract

This paper introduces an innovative approach for automated
negotiating using the gender of human opponents. Our ap-
proach segments the information acquired from previous op-
ponents, stores it in two databases, and models the typical
behavior of males and of females. The two models are used
in order to match an optimal strategy to each of the two sub-
populations. In addition to the basic separation, we propose
a learning algorithm which supplies an online indicator for
the gender separability-level of the population, which tunes
the level of separation the algorithm activates. The algorithm
we present can be generally applied in different environments
with no need for configuration of parameters. Experiments in
4 different one-shot domains, comparing the performance of
the gender based separation approach with a basic approach
which is not gender sensitive, revealed higher payoffs of the
former in almost all the domains. Moreover, using the pro-
posed learning algorithm further improved the results.

Introduction
As a result of the rapid expansion of automated agents in
many negotiation environments, settings in which human
and automated agents interact with each other are increas-
ingly prevalent (e.g. (Davidsonet al. 2000; Katz & Kraus
2006)). These heterogeneous environments differ from con-
ventional environments of pure computerized agents, where
most competitors have strong computational power, and act
as rational negotiators. In particular, when interacting with
humans, the theoretical equilibrium strategy is not neces-
sarily the optimal strategy since human subjects, who are
inherently rationally bounded as well as computationally re-
stricted, commonly do not behave according to the perfect
equilibrium (Erev & Roth 1998). In addition, simulation of
agents interactions typically runs for thousands of trials un-
til satisfactory performance is reached, while we cannot run
trials with humans and our agent for such durations. Thus
the convergence towards an optimal strategy must be fast.

Nevertheless, interacting with people enjoys the advan-
tage of the ability to project from the behavior of one hu-
man opponent onto another. The existence of psychologi-
cal theories shows that although people behave differently,
there are many common patterns in the behavior of most
people. Therefore, an agent that interacts with a series of
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different people, can learn the general pattern of its oppo-
nents’ population, and develop a suitable strategy. Recently,
this ’Generic Opponent Modeling’ attitude has been suc-
cessfully used in environments, such as poker (Davidsonet
al. 2000), auctions and the Ultimatum Game (UG) (Katz &
Kraus 2006).

In this paper, we propose to construct a negotiating agent
which performsgender-basedopponent modeling, rather
than generic modeling. This approach enables negotiat-
ing with various human opponents, as does the generic
approach, but furthermore it models the opponents more
specifically by considering their gender. The main idea is to
predict the behavior of opponents by constructing two sep-
arate databases of previous opponents’ behavior according
to their gender. In contrast to the generic methodology, in
which one database includes all previous opponents’ behav-
ior information, in this methodology each gender group is
matched with a specific strategy. As far as we know, this
attitude is unique, and has not been implemented neither for
academic nor for commercial use.

Despite the intuitiveness of the suggested approach, its ef-
ficiency is not guaranteed. A naive approach would suggest
to design an agent which holds twocompletely separate
databases that consist of the behavior of previous male and
female opponents with whom the agent has already com-
peted. However, dividing the data of previous opponents’
behavior into sub databases may cause loss of information,
since about half of the information is ignored. This is es-
pecially critical during the first interactions, when there are
not many samples. Thus, the profitability of thisfull sepa-
rator agent crucially depends on the existence of different
behavior patterns for different gender groups. Nevertheless,
we believe (and we empirically demonstrate here) that gen-
der affiliation can be a very efficient separator for two main
reasons: First, numerous previous studies support the ex-
istence of significant gender differences in various negotia-
tion environments (for surveys see: (Rubin & Brown 1975;
Walters, Stuhlmacher, & Meyer 1998)). Second, gender
identity is prevalently common and accessible in many en-
vironments (and usually can be inferred from users’ names),
and therefore easy to utilize.

In addition, in order to reduce the loss of information in-
volved in the full separator, we propose an algorithm, termed
the gender-sensitive negotiator(GSN), which uses a com-
bination of the separated gender databases with a generic
database which consists of all the previous opponents. In



order to determine when to use each database, the algorithm
performs online learning during the interactions, which in-
dicates when the gender-based databases can ”stand alone”
and supply a more accurate evaluation of the population than
the generic database. Moreover, the algorithm can indicate
online whether the gender partition is a good separator for
the given opponents’ population, and if not - it automatically
performs a generic opponent modeling. In this manner, we
are able to reduce the damage that may occur if gender is not
a good separator in certain populations and domains. The
proposed algorithm can extend any agent which is based on
generic opponent modeling.

The applicability of the GSN was examined in 4 different
one-shot interaction domains from the set of Cliff-Edge (CE)
environments. In CE environments, which include common
interactions, such as sealed-bid auctions and the UG, the
probability of success decreases monotonically as the ex-
pected reward increases. Our agent competes repeatedly in
one-shot interactions, each time against a different human
opponent. It performs online learning of the population’s
behavior and does not apply any examples of previous in-
teractions in the environment. In (Katz & Kraus 2006) it
was shown that an algorithm namedDeviated Virtual Re-
inforcement Learning(DVRL) yields the highest reward in
all the examined CE environments. The DVRL algorithm
uses generic opponent modeling. In the current paper we
convert the DVRL to be gender sensitive, according to the
GSN algorithm. This version is shown to achieve a reward
significantly higher than the generic agent, in almost all the
examined domains. It also has better results than a full sepa-
rator of males and females, and than a GSN which was given
a random partition, rather than the real opponents’ gender.

In the next section, we survey related work. In the subse-
quent section we introduce our gender-sensitive algorithm.
Then we describe the CE environments and the DVRL agent.
Afterwards we detail the experimental setting in which we
compared the performance of the agent with and without
gender considerations, and present the results. In the last
section we conclude and outline directions for future work.

Related work
The relation between gender and negotiation style or deci-
sion making in negotiations has been intensively explored
throughout the years. Rubin & Brown and Walters et al.
conducted large surveys and meta-analysis of gender differ-
ences in negotiations, which cover dozens of previous stud-
ies (Rubin & Brown 1975; Walters, Stuhlmacher, & Meyer
1998). Most studies have supported the existence of gen-
der differences in various domains. In UG, for example,
which is examined in the current paper, it was found that
males have lower acceptance rates than females (Solnick &
Schweitzer 1999). Gender differences were also found in
computer mediated negotiations, where human and artificial
agents interact (Savicki & Kelley 2000). These evidences
reinforce the potential of automated agents which are sensi-
tive to their opponents’ gender, as discussed above.

The idea of designing negotiating agents which are sensi-
tive to gender or to other demographic affiliation of the op-
ponents is innovative, as mentioned before. However,agent-
based computational economicsstudies also consider demo-
graphic distribution when designing agents (see (Tesfatsion
2001)). In these studies they develop groups of agents to

model the market population, in order to computationally
simulate market dynamics. Some of the agents representing
the population are constructed according to various profiles
consisting of demographic and psychographic characteris-
tics (Billari & Prskawetz 2003). Other agents use demo-
graphic information to assist clients in information search-
ing (Krulwich 1997) and in learning (Boff, Reategui, & Vic-
cari 2005). These agents are more similar to ours, since
they refer to each client according to her demographic affili-
ation. However, we could not find any previous work which
directly negotiates with human opponents considering their
gender or any other demographic parameter.

The proposed approach - GSN
In this section we present a general description of the pro-
posed algorithm for competing with human opponents by
segmenting the population to different gender groups. In this
study we focus on one-shot interactions, where the model-
ing of each specific opponent cannot be done. We assume
that the basic algorithms which use generic opponent mod-
eling, learn the actions of previous opponents and store their
data. In particular, as can be seen inAlgorithm 1 , in order
to select their actions, the basic algorithms manage and use
an evaluation of the expected utility,U(i), of each offer,i,
provided it is chosen. The evaluation ofU(i) is determined
according to the results of previous interactions. Actually,
each basic algorithm consists of its own UPDATE and SE-
LECT procedures. The UPDATE procedure determines how
to update the expected utilities vector,U, after observing the
results of the latest action (line 6). The SELECT procedure
determines how to select the next action (apparently accord-
ing to both the current expected utility evaluation, and con-
siderations of exploration of the optimal action) (line 4). In
the first round when the U vector is empty, picking an action
randomly is the best alternative (line 3).

Algorithm 1 A TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF1-SHOT NEGO-
TIATION USING GENERIC OPPONENT-MODELING
1: round=1
2: For each interaction,Do
3: If round=1, Select an actioni randomly
4: ElseSelect an actioni according to a SELECT procedure,

based onU
5: Observe result of the action, calculate reward
6: Update vectorU according to an UPDATE procedure
7: round = round + 1

According to our general approach, which is presented
in Algorithm 2 , there are different evaluations of the ex-
pected utilities for males and for females. Therefore, we
should maintain different vectors of expected utilitiesUm

and Uf , which are updated according to the regular UP-
DATE procedure given the data of males and females op-
ponents, respectively (lines 11-13). Nevertheless, as men-
tioned above, we also want to exploit our knowledge about
the behavior of the other gender group, especially in the first
stages of the learning, when we do not have many previous
samples of the opponents’ actions from each gender sepa-
rately. Therefore, we also hold a generic databaseUg (line
10), which is identical to the U-vector in Algorithm 1. The
idea is to start by selecting the first actions according to the



genericUg (line 4), and to examine the separability level
between males and females. A high separability level is de-
termined by the existence of clear and consistent differen-
tiation between males’ and females’ optimal strategies. If
the groups of females and males are indeed well-separable,
i.e. each group is more homogenous than the general pop-
ulation. There should be different optimal strategies against
each sub-population. If, for example, in UG female respon-
ders are tougher and set a higher acceptance rate, as shown
in (Solnick & Schweitzer 1999), the agent should offer them
higher amounts than males. Thus, we should observe a con-
sistent difference between the estimated optimal actions of
males and females. In line 14 we present a difference func-
tion D, which can testify to the difference between the cur-
rent optimal action (offer) against females (arg maxj Uf (j))
and against males, in UG and in other CE domains. If, for
the last 3 interactions, the optimal action for males was al-
ways lower (or higher) than that of the females, we should
try to use the separatedUm andUf in order to select the next
action (lines 6,7). On the other hand, if the two groups are
not well-separable, the optimal actions inUm andUf will
frequently swap, and thus we would rather make our move
based uponUg (line 8). In other domains, where there is
no monotonic dependency between strategies as in CE en-
vironments, the difference between optimal strategies can
simply be indicated ifUm consistently inspires a certain op-
timal strategy which is different from the strategy inspired
by Uf . The decision to examine the3 last interactions rather
than the minimal 2 interactions, was based on empirical ex-
periments in CE domains that have shown that determining
consistency after 3 interactions yields better results. Con-
sidering the last 4 or 5 interactions rather than 3 (in line 6),
yielded similar results as 3.

Algorithm 2 THE GENERAL PROPOSED APPROACH- GSN
1: round=1
2: For each interaction,Do
3: If round=1, Select an actioni randomly
4: Else If round≤3, Select an actioni according to the SELECT

procedure, based onUg

5: If round>3,
6: If (D(round-1)>0 and D(round-2)>0 and D(round-3)>0)

or (D(round-1)<0 and D(round-2)<0 and D(round-3)<0),
7: If current opponent is Female, Select an actioni according

to the SELECT procedure, based onUf , Elsebased onUm

8: ElseSelect an actioni according to the SELECT procedure,
based onUg

9: Observe result of the action, calculate reward
10: Update vectorUg according to the UPDATE procedure
11: If current opponent is Female
12: Update vectorUf according to the UPDATE procedure
13: ElseUpdate vectorUm according to the UPDATE procedure
14: D(round)=arg maxj Uf (j)− arg maxj Um(j)
15: round=round+1

The Cliff-Edge environments
Cliff-Edge (CE) environments are characterized by the con-
flict between the desire to maximize profits while preventing
the entire deal from falling through. Consider, for exam-
ple, a proposer in the Ultimatum Game who needs to decide
how to divide an amount of money with his opponent (Guth,

Schmittberger, & Schwarz 1982): Decreasing the share of-
fered to the opponent increases the profits the proposer ac-
crues, so long as the offer exceeds the opponent’s acceptance
threshold. A slightly greedier proposal causes the proposer
to lose the whole deal. Similarly, a bidder in a sealed-bid
first-price auction (e.g. (Ockenfels & Selten 2005)) attempts
to bid an amount that is only slightly higher than those put
forward by opponent players. This situation is somewhat
similar to that of a person standing on the edge of a cliff,
trying to see the panoramic view. The closer he approaches
the cliff’s edge, the better the view. However, one step too
many causes the viewer to fall off the cliff. Hence, inter-
actions and games of this type are referred to as Cliff-Edge
interactions.

The general pattern of one-shot CE interactions considers
a competitor required to choose an offeri, being an inte-
ger0 ≤ i ≤ N , whereN is the maximum optional choice.
Then a positive reward,r, corresponding to the offer,i, is
determined, depending on whether the offer passed a certain
threshold,t, set by the opponent. Specifically:

• In the sealed-bid first-price auction, an amount,N, is
auctioned.1 The bidder is required to place a bidi, be-
ing an integer0 ≤ i ≤ N , which will enable the bidder to
gain a reward,r, if it exceeds the highest bid,t, made by
all other bidders in the current auction. Ift ≤ i, r = N−i
(the amount gained less the bid amount), otherwise r=0.
In the all-pay version, where all the bidders must pay their
bids, even if they have not won the auction (Krishna &
Morgan 1997): ift ≤ i, r = N − i otherwiser = −i.
The bidder is never informed of the size of the bid offered
by an opponent.

• In the UG, a proposer needs to divide an amount (N)
with an opponent by offering the latter an integer amount,
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ N . The reward the proposer,r will gain is de-
termined according to the opponent’s acceptance thresh-
old, t. If t ≤ i, r = N − i, otherwiser=0.
In this paper we also consider a variant of the classic UG,
proposed by Guth and Huck (1997). The only difference
in this setting is that the responder always receives his
own allocation, and he decides only whether the proposer
will receive his share. The reward calculation for the pro-
poser remains exactly the same as in the classic UG.

In this paper, we consider environments with a large set of
decision options, and setN = 100.

To demonstrate the challenge facing a competitor in CE
environments, letR(i) be the reward corresponding to a suc-
cessful offeri and letP(i) be the probability of the offer,i,
succeeding (i.e. the probability that the offer will be higher
than the other bids, in the case of an auction, or will be
accepted by the responder, in the case of the UG). Obvi-
ously, there is a trade-off betweenR andP: choosing an of-
fer i which increases the expected reward,R(i), decreases the
probability of success,P(i), and vice versa.

In a recent work where CE environments were considered
it was found that the Deviated Virtual Reinforcement Learn-
ing (DVRL) algorithm achieved the best performance (Katz
& Kraus 2006). The algorithm is presented inAlgorithm

1 In order to avoid considerations of value estimations (Ocken-
fels & Selten 2005) the item auctioned is an amount of money.



3, and is briefly described here.2 DVRL is based on the ba-
sic principle of Reinforcement Learning (RL), according to
which an action is selected on the basis of its expected utility,
U-value, that each offer would yield if chosen. The U-value
of the chosen offer is reinforced after a successful interac-
tion, while, after an unsuccessful interaction, it is decreased.
One problem, however, in applying basic RL to CE environ-
ments is its disregarding of the fact that in CE the probabil-
ity of an offer is gradually influenced by the size of the offer.
Thus, a reasonable approach for the U-vector update proce-
dure in CE environments isVirtual Learning(VL) (Vreind
1997). According to the VL principle, the proposer in the
UG, for example, treats all offers higher than an accepted of-
fer as successful (virtual) offers, not withstanding that they
were not actually proposed. Similarly, it considers all of-
fers lower than a rejected offer as having been (virtually)
unsuccessfully proposed. The rationale behind this princi-
ple is that the higher the amount proposed to the opponent,
the higher the probability of the proposal being accepted.
However, while VL proceeds towards less risky offers after
unsuccessful interactions, it performs no exploration of of-
fers which are greedier than the current optimal offer. This
is a deficiency it shares in common with the basic RL.

In contrast, DVRL deviates from the strict rationale un-
derlying the VL principle, and extends the range of offers
updated after each interaction. Thus, after successfully of-
fering amounti, DVRL would increase the U-values of all
the offers higher than the actual offeri, as well asb i

round+1c
offersbelow the actual offer, as described in line 8 ofAlgo-
rithm 3 . Respectively, we would reduce the U-values of all
the offers lower than this new threshold (line 9). Similarly,
after an unsuccessful interaction, we would reduce the U-
values of all the offers above the actual offeri, as well as
a few offersabove i, up to b N−i

round+1c (line 12). Respec-
tively, all the offers above this new threshold would be rein-
forced (line 13). This is the innovative UPDATE procedure
of DVRL (lines 6-13). In the SELECT procedure we sim-
ply choose the offer with the maximal current U-value, in a
greedy manner (line 4). The usage of a greedy algorithm in
learning is quite unique, and is possible thanks to the special
UPDATE procedure, as explained below.

The main challenge of an on-line learning algorithm is to
efficiently balance between the need for exploration of new
options, and the will to exploit current information in order
to maximize payoffs. The DVRL distorts observed informa-
tion in a manner which actually outlines a direction of the
optimal solution searching, rather than the random trial-and-
error approach that underlies conventional methods, such as
RL. A DVRL agent that offered, for example, 80% of the
amountN to its UG opponent in the first interaction, and
its offer was accepted, would offer 40% in the next inter-
action. The agent continues to decrease its offer until it is
rejected. During the learning process the evaluated model
comes closer to the real distribution of the opponents popu-
lation, and therefore the deviation extents are gradually de-
creased (by the positioning ofround + 1 in the denominators
in lines 8 and 12).

In Algorithm 4 we present the GSN version of the DVRL
algorithm, which was used in the experiments of this paper.

2The version presented here is an improved version of DVRL
which eliminates the usage of configurable parameters.

Algorithm 3 THE GENERICDVRL A LGORITHM

Notation: s(j) denotes the corresponding reward for a successful
offer j and f(j) is the corresponding reward for offer j when it fails.

1: round=1 For j=0 to N,Do U(j)=0
2: For each interaction,Do
3: If round=1, Select an actioni randomly
4: Elseoffer i=arg maxj U(j)
5: Observing opponent’s move, calculate reward
6: If offer i has succeededThen
7: For j=0 to N,Do
8: If j ≥(i - b i

round+1
c ) U(j) = U(j)(round−1)+s(j)

round

9: Else U(j) = U(j)(round−1)+f(j)
round

10: If offer i has failedThen
11: For j=0 to N,Do
12: If j <(i + b N−i

round+1
c ) U(j) = U(j)(round−1)+f(j)

round

13: Else U(j) = U(j)(round−1)+s(j)
round

14: round=round+1

If the estimated optimal offers are steady (as calculated in
line 13), the offer with the highest expected utility for the
relevant gender group is selected as the next offer (lines 7-
8), or else the generic optimal offer is chosen (line 9). After-
wards, the results of each interaction update theUm or the
Uf vector, according to gender of the opponent (line 12),
and theUg vector (line 14). In our experiments we also con-
sidered afull-separator algorithm which does not useUg.
This algorithm always chooses the next offer according to
Um andUf , which means that it always executes lines 8-9,
and ignores lines 4-7 and 10 in the SELECT procedure, and
lines 13-14 in the UPDATE procedure.

Algorithm 4 THE DVRL A LGORITHM - GSN
1: round=1,roundm=1, roundf =1
2: For j=0 to N,Do Ug(j)=0,Um(j)=0,Uf (j)=0
3: For each interaction,Do
4: If round=1, Select an actioni randomly
5: Else If round≤3, offer i=arg maxj Ug(j)
6: If round>3,
7: If (D(round-1)>0 and D(round-2)>0 and D(round-3)>0)

or (D(round-1)<0 and D(round-2)<0 and D(round-3)<0),
8: If current opponent is Female, offer i=arg maxj Uf (j)
9: Elseoffer i=arg maxj Um(j)

10: Elseoffer i=arg maxj Ug(j)
11: Observing opponent’s move, calculate reward
12: If current opponent is Female execute lines 6-14 in

Algorithm 3, when U is changed toUf and round toroundf

Elseexecute lines 6-14 in Algorithm 3, when U is changed
to Um and round toroundm

13: D(round)=arg maxj Uf (j)− arg maxj Um(j)
14: Execute lines 6-14 in Algorithm 3, when U is changed toUg

Experimental design and analysis
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed GSN,
and to compare it with a generic, non gender sensitive ap-
proach, we experimentally examined the agents interaction
with human opponents in 4 different CE environments, as
follows:



1. Sealed-bid 2-bidders auction for 100 New Israeli Shekels
(NIS, where 1 U.S. $≈ 4.5 NIS), i.e. N=100.
2. All-pay sealed-bid auction for 100 NIS, where all the
bidders must pay their bids (Krishna & Morgan 1997).
In this version risk taking considerations are added to the
bidder’s decision.
3. UG, where the players had to divide 100 NIS.
4. A variant of UG in which the responder determines only
whether the proposer receives his share. The responder
himself always receives his allocation (Guth & Huck 1997).
In this version the responder’s decision is influenced by
fairness and vindictiveness considerations, rather than
profitability as in the original UG version. Here also N=100.

The examination of different environments which acti-
vate different personality characteristics of human oppo-
nents, strengthen the generality of the results.

In our experiments we surveyed 49 students (25 males and
24 females) participating in the UG and in the auction, and
69 students (30 females and 39 males) participating in the
UG variant and in the all-pay auction. The participants were
students at Bar Ilan University, from various faculties, aged
20-28, who were not experts in negotiation strategies nor in
economic theories directly relevant to the experiment (e.g.
game theory, decision theory).

In the auctions the participants were required to propose
a bid, which could be any integer from 0 to 100 NIS. The
winner gained a virtual 100 NIS. In the ultimatum games,
the full amount to be shared was N=100 NIS, as well.

After extracting the bids from people in the auctions, as
well as their minimal acceptance thresholds in the ultimatum
games, we constructed sets of opponents’ reactions for each
environment. At this stage we examined the performance of
four algorithms; a GSN with gender-based segmentation, a
GSN with random segmentation, a generic non-GSN, and a
full separator, which were all run serially against the sets of
opponents’ bids or thresholds. Thus, each agent had one in-
teraction with each of the human opponents in each of the
four environments, without knowing in advance the num-
ber of interactions. Since there is importance to the order
of the opponents, we constructed 100 random permutations
of the human decisions series, for each environment, and
compared the average payoffs of the different algorithms for
each permutation.

Results
Table 1 presents the average payoffs of theGSN algorithm
and of the gender-basedfull-separator in the 4 CE do-
mains, and compares them to the baseline performance of
theGenericalgorithm (which is not sensitive to gender) and
to the GSN which was givenrandom segmentation of the
population, rather than their real gender. In all the environ-
ments except for the UG the payoff of the GSN algorithm
and the full-separator were higher than the Generic’s. Non-
parametric Wilcoxon tests indicated significance for all the
pairwise differences (p<0.001). In the UG the Generic was
significantly better then the Separator, while no significant
difference was revealed between Generic and GSN. In com-
parison to the random segmentation, the gender-based GSN
always yielded significantly higher payoffs. Thus, it can be
concluded that the gender parameter was always a mean-
ingful separator, and therefore segmenting the population

Domain Generic Random Full Separator GSN
Auction 20.27 21.35 21.45 22.17

All-pay auction 3.46 3.85 4.16 4.31
UG 47.08 46.84 46.88 47.01

UG variant 43.39 45.47 46.31 46.8

Table 1: Average payoff of various algorithms against hu-
man opponents in 4 domains
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Figure 1: The separability-level values during the interac-
tions in the 4 CE domains

by gender was worthwhile. Even more interesting, in the
auctions and in the UG variant the random GSN was sig-
nificantly better than theGeneric. It appears that in all the
domains except for UG, the opponents’ population is very
distributed, and therefore constructing two (or even more)
different types of opponents is more worthwhile than only
one generic model, as in theGeneric. This claim is true
even without gender considerations, although constructing
2 models based on gender is always better than a random
partition, as shown in table 1. In UG, where the diverse-
ness among the population is not high (since all acceptance
rates are between 0-50), one model is adequate and thus the
generic method performs well.

In the rest of this section we discuss the separability-level
between males and females in the 4 domains examined here.
As mentioned above, the GSN algorithm indicates how well
males and females in a given population are separable, ac-
cording to the consistency of the relationship between the
optimal offer inUf and inUm (line 6 in Algorithm 4). Thus,
we can indicate the separability-level by examining whether
the condition in line 6 is true or false. A true value in-
dicates a high separability level. In order to calculate the
separability-level estimation at each stage of the learning,
we counted the occurrences when the condition became true
at each interaction in 100 runs of different permutations. In
Figure 1 we present the probability that the condition was
true during the interaction in the 4 CE domains. It begins
from the 4th interaction, since the calculation is based on
the results of the 3 preceding interactions. It can be seen in
the y-axis that the probability is higher than 0.5 during all the
interactions. In all the domains except for the UG, there is a
general increase in the separability-level during the interac-
tions. This indicates that higher number of samples enabling
a clearer separation of the two gender clusters.

The left column ofTable 2 explicitly shows the final
separability-level observed in each of the 4 domains (which
can be seen in figure 1). There is a clear correlation between



Domain final offer for offer for
separability-level females males

Auction 0.95 66.66 75.38
All-pay auction 0.88 75.25 79.32

UG 0.84 50.09 46.77
UG variant 1.0 54.38 68.36

Table 2: The separability-level value and the offers during
the final interaction in each domain

the separability-level and the relative success of the GSN al-
gorithm in Table 1. In the auction and in the UG variant,
where the payoffs of GSN are noticeably higher than the
Generic’s, the values are very close to 1. In the UG and in
the all-pay auction, on the other hand, the advantage of the
GSN is much lower, and so are the final separability-level
values. As explained above, in the UG domain the GSN
mechanism prevented the agent from totally separating the
population as was done by theSeparator.

The two right columns ofTable 2 present the final offers
made by GSN for males and for females. In our experiments,
males offered higher bids in both auctions, and therefore the
counter-offers of the agent were higher for males. In UG,
on the other hand, as demonstrated in previous studies as
well (Solnick & Schweitzer 1999), males were less tough
and had lower acceptance rates than females, and therefore
the agent offered males smaller amounts. In the UG vari-
ant the opposite occurred. Males’ acceptance rate was much
higher than females’, and therefore our agent offered them
69.38 vs. only 54.71 offered to females. It is noteworthy
that in the UG variant domain we found a significant differ-
ence between males’ and females’ acceptance rates (t-test,
p <0.05), which caused the large gap between our agent’s
offers. However, in other domains we also succeeded in im-
proving the payoffs although the differences between males’
and females’ acceptance rates or bids did not meet statisti-
cal significance. Again, it can be noted that in the auction
and in the UG variant the differences between males and fe-
males’ acceptance rates / bids are much higher than in the
UG and in the all-pay auction domains, in correlation with
the corresponding separability levels.

Conclusion and future work
In the paper we examined the possibility of automated ne-
gotiation with human opponents considering their gender.
A simple separation between males’ and females’ samples
was found to be worthwhile in almost all 4 domains ex-
amined here. With additional use of a learning algorithm
proposed here, we succeeded to further improve the aver-
age payoff. The algorithm also supplies an indicator for the
gender separability-level of the population, which calibrates
on-line the level of separation between the males’ and the
females’ databases.

In the future, we would like to extend the GSN for re-
peated interactions, in which several negotiation rounds can
be conducted against each opponent. When competing re-
peatedly against the same opponent, a specific modeling of
the current opponent must be done, in addition to the generic
modeling of her gender group. Moreover, in contrast to the
one-shot version, a current move may influence the future
behavior of the opponent, a fact that must be taken into ac-

count. Therefore, we intend to design an agent that devel-
ops several optional models of typical opponents from each
gender group, and matches the appropriate model to each
opponent with which it interacts.

The approach presented here may also be applied to other
demographic characteristics. The relation between human
behavior in negotiations and various demographic groups
affiliation such as profession (Carter & Irons 1991), cul-
ture, age, social background and even religion (Rubin &
Brown 1975) has been intensively explored. Some of these
works reveal considerable differences in negotiating habits
of different demographic groups, which should be taken
into account when designing agents for the growing human-
machine negotiation world.
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